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Dear Editor,

Please find enclosed our revised manuscript: “Cost-effectiveness analysis of cognitive behaviour therapy for treatment of minor or mild-major depression in elderly patients with type 2 diabetes: study protocol for the economic evaluation alongside the MIND-DIA randomized controlled trial (MIND-DIA CEA)”.

In accordance with your requirements, we have made the following revisions to the format of our manuscript:

1) Affiliations have been reformatted as required.
2) Place of publication has been added to the Reference 27.
3) The text 'Original paper for BMC Geriatrics' has been removed from below the title.
4) Changed the format of Email addresses for all the authors on the title page according to the required format.
5) Tables have been re-layout so that they now do not contain any vertical lines.

In addition, we make some minor changes in the background section: The last sentence of the first paragraph and the first sentence of the second paragraph have been changed. Further, some typing errors found in the manuscript have been corrected.

We hope that the revised manuscript will be suitable for publication.

Kind regards, also on behalf of the co-authors,

Nadja Chernyak